Who I'd love to get in touch with

Professional Roles
Architects of online content-ranking algorithms as well as key decision makers in choosing optimization constraints and goals
Founders, venture capitalists and entrepreneurs in the ed-tech space.

Places
The Middle East, and the relationship between technology, culture and politics in the region. In particular, I'm interested in Israel and Palestine
Technology education in Latin America, Mexico in particular
I'm especially interested in folks who did a Fulbright in the regions above focused on technology and society or education

Institutions
Law schools thinking about the future of technology and society
Design schools thinking about organizational design around AI / data science
Philanthropies like the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation
International organizations like UNICEF or the World Bank
Venture capitalists in impact investing

Specific People
Stuart Russell, the leading AI scientist
Thich Nhat Hanh, the Buddhist monk
Yuval Noah Harari, the writer of *Sapiens* and *Homo Deus*